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1. Introduction
The classical fluid transport equations for a magnet-plasma as given, for example,
by Braginskii [l], are complicated in their most general form. Here we obtain the
simplest reduced set which contains the essential physics of the tokamak edge problem
in slab geometry by systematically applying a parameter ordering and making use of
specific symmetries. An important ingredient is a consistent set of boundary conditions
as described elsewhere [2]. This model clearly resolvessome important issues concerning
diamagnetic drifts, high parallel viscosity, and the ambipolarity constraint. The final
equations can also serve as a model for understanding the structure of the equations in
the presence of anomalous transport terms arising &om fluctuations. In fact, Braginskiilike equations are the basis of a number of scrape-off layer (SOL) transport codes [3].
However, all of these codes contain ad hoc radial difision terms and often neglect some
classical terms, both of which make the self-consistency of the models questionable.
Braginskii’s equations (1] have been derived from the firstpticiples via the kinetic
equations and, thereby, contain such “built-in” f=tures as the symmetry of kinetic
coefficients, and automatic quasineutrality of a cross-field di.ilusion in a system with
toroidal symmetry such as a tokamak. Our model thus maintains these properties.
On the other hand, this set of equations is correct only within applicability limits
that may be violated in the SOL using classical collision rates. For example, the thickness of the SOL, AZ, in the case of low gss recycling, can be estimated as follows: The
parallel life-time of a plasma element is T1[N L/ut~, where L is the distance along the
magnetic field, B, from the midplaae to the divertor or limiter, and uti = (2Ti/mi)l/2.

We assume that the ion and electron temperatures are of the same order (T” N Ti). The
classical difbion coefficient, Dc, across B is [1] DC N p~ve - p~vi(rne /~i)1J2 where
Pi,e = V~i,e / LLl~e,i; LJce,~ = eB/cmi,e, - d vi,e md mi,e are the electron ~d ion collision
frequencies and masses, respectively. Thus, in a parallel life-time, the radial diffusion
broadens the SOL to the width
A. - (Dcql)112 w Pi(me/mi)112(L/~)lf2
The classical fluid theory becomes invalid for A. < Pi, w~~ ~ OCCIU
even for f~rly
when the mean-free path > + L(m./mi)112 w L/50.
To avoid A= < ~il and to make the analysis more directly applicable to present
tokamak devices, we may enhance ~i,e for the cross-field transport, but still maintain
the ordering to be described. Such an enhancement hss the advantage over ad hoc
anomalous terms that the underlying conservation properties are still obeyed. Because
the rapid parallel transport is believed in the range of classical values, the parallel
strong collisions.lity

—

is on the structure of the equations obtained
and particularly on the calculation of the electmsWi“c potential.

terms

need not be enhanced. Our f-

2. Geometry

and Ordering

We consider the slab geometry shown in Fig. la where all quantities are uniform in the

z-direction. The z and y coordinates correspond to the poloidal and radial directions,
respectively. The static magnetic field components, l?p s BS and J% s BZ lie in the
(y, z) plane. Material surfaces (limiter or divertor plates) exist at y = *(d + p)\2,
and periodic boundary conditions are applied at the edges of the core region given by
y = Ad/2 for z <O. A private flux region exists for z <0 if p >0 to model diveztors,
whereas p = O describes a limiter case. For z >0, B-field lines strike the plate, while
for the core region, they close on themselves and the plasma requires periodic boundary
conditions there.
It is convenient to use two coordinate systems in the y – z plane related by a
rotation angle of a = arctan(13P/l?~)shown in Fig. lb. The (y, z) coordinates have
z as an ignorable coordinate, and the (y’, z’) coordinate system exploits the natural
anisotropy of the transport coefficients with z’ being along B. The various velocity
components used are shown in Fig. lb.
For our ordering, validity of the fluid analysis requires the two conditions [1]:

Additionally, we assume that the collision frequency=, vi,== l/Ti,=,are much less than
the corresponding gyroiiequencies, ~ci,c~, ZUI
d that the SOL plasma is long and thin,

Also, the B-field makes a small angle with the plate a s arctan(Bp/B~)

3. Plasma

<<1.

Equations

3.1 General equations
The bssic aspects of our model can be obtained by consideringthe equations of continuity snd momentum for electrons and ions [1]. We assume for now that the Z’i,eprofiles
are giver, inclusion of the energy equations is discussed later.
The steady-state continuity equations have the form
V “ (ni,evi,e)

(1)

= ‘[e,

where ni,e and vi,e are the electron and ion densities ad velocities, respectively. The
source term Sfe arises from ionization of neutral gas and recombinatio~ generally
S? = S: for singly ionized plasmas unless a current source is present in the plasma.
The steady-state momentum equations are given by

+ Vi,e
X B/c)– F~,G– ~,e + Sye.
?7Z.i,e?2i,eVi,e
“VVi,e= –VP~,e+ qni,e(E

(~)

Here Pi,e = ~i,eTi,e is the pressure, q(= *e) is the particle charge, E is the electric field,

B is the magnetic field, c is the speed of light, Fi,~ = V” IIi,e is the viscous force, md
..-

“

~,. is the thermal force (l]. The source S~e contains a sink term –nmi,.vi$~
which
arises if newly created particles have no drift motion.
In their general th.redimensional form, the four equations given above represent
eight partial dii%mntial equations for ne$ni$ve~cwd vi. The magnetic field is assumed
static and given. The electrostatic potential, #, gives E = -V#. The equation for #
is km quasineutrality (ne = ni); subtracting the two continui~ equations gives the
current continuity equation, V J = O,where J = nie(vi – v~). We shall reduce this set
to three equations for the variables ni, Viu,ud ~.
●

3.2 Dominant Force Terms and Velocities
The subscript i is dropped from ion mass, density, velocities, snd forces while the
less-used electron terms will always carry an e subscript. The ion viscosity terms given
by F in Eq. (2) can be divided into Fo, Fl, ~d F2 with terms proportional to nTiri~~i
where ~ = 0,1 and 2, respectively [1]. The ~lo term can be added as a correction to
the pressure term in the form 8Pi/~ + (~Pi/@)[l + O(Ai/.L)] where ~i is the ion
mean-free path, and L is the scale length of parallel variations. TMs correction is thus
small in the fluid regime and requires kinetic theory otherwis~ we thus neglect it here.
The remaining F terms for ~ = 1,2 are (F. is small)
Cos c1
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where the viscosi~ coefficient is ql = (3/10 )(narzZ”ic/el?)(wCi~i)-1.
The R terms czm be taken directly from Ref. [1] with appropriate modifications for
our geametry, and noting that I& = –Re. The dominant terms are (R= is small)
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where the parallel current is Jll = ne(vlli – VII:), c,~ s 0.51, md Cte s 0.71.
To calculate v& and v= from Eq. (2), inertia may be neglected or included by

iteration. Using the dominant terms of F and R, one iinds

Csg’

V.L= v~~ + v~l – —

(7)

enB’

where VD1 = (c/enB)(~Pi/&)
and VE1 = (c/B) (~#/t?z)
E x B velocities, respectively. For v=, the result is
v=

are the diamagnetic and

Csy
=VDz+VE=+VFz+V&+~.

(8)

Here, v~= = –(c/enB)(cos a~Pi/dy) and VEX = -(c/B)(cos ad#/dy).
The velocity
components arising from the viscosity is obtained using Eq. (4) for Fl, giving
1 ~ npfDi a
1 dPi
84
VFZ= ‘———
‘—
n&
Ti & ( nax ‘e% ) “

(9)

where Di E ql/O.3nm =

We consider ~~~i(>> 1) a parameter that
can be adjusted to give anomalous (Bohm-like) diffusion. For the momentum transk
term, we use Eq. (6) with RL = -RL, to iind
(~iC/eB)(W~iTi)

v&.=—
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is a another Bohm-Iike codicient with uce~e-being a
where D, s (Tee/e.B)(toar.)-l
second adjustable parameter.
For the electrons, visoosity and S~ are negligible owing to me << mi, giving

where the electron diamagnetic velocity is v~~e ~ -(clen~)(~pe
(c/en13)(cos ckaPe/i&).
.
3.3 Final Equations

/az), and UDZe=

for Vll, n, and @

Now that we have expressions for the perpendicular velocities, the &al reduced
differential equations for the variables VII,ni, and # can be obtained. The inertiakss
electron parallel momentum equation is used to eliminate Rlli (= –~l~e) and @/dy in

km

of

ape/89,
giving

where 6V sv@ncr+vE&cosa.

Note that the gyroviscous term F’llfor 7 = 1 (first term

in Eq. (3)] has cancelled with the diamagnetic terms on the left-hand side of Eq. (2).
The differential equation for n comes from ion continuity, Eq. (l):
(14)
Here the components of diamagnetic velocity, v~, have disappeared from the left-hand
side because V” nvD = O.
The third differential equation is the current continuity equation, VJ = O, obtained
from subtracting the ion and electron continuity equations, to give

Here we show explicitly how the momentum source terms can influence the potential equation. For example, using a ion-neutral collision frequency, v., gives ST =
–~mmini~i, which can compete with I’LZ in determining j., or there can be direct
momentum input through neutral-beam sources.
Inclusion of the energy equation shows that the diamagnetic terms also cancel there,
including the (5/2) (cni,~Ti,e /~i,e~2)B x VTi,e h-t flux. The radi~ heat difisivity is
2nDi for the ions and 4.66ncD, for the electrons [1]. The viscous heating makes a
sub-dominant contributions to the energy equations.

.

4. Examples
We illustrate the results of this model for parameters in the range of those observed
in present-day tokamaks. The dimensions wed (see Fig. la) are a = 2 cm, b = 4 cm,
d = 1.5 m, and p = 0.5 m. The core midplane ion density is fixed to 5 x 1019 m-3 with
equal T., i = 100 eV. The parallel and poloidal velocities are zero on the core boundary.
Divertor plate particle recycling is set to 0.9 for a difilve neutral gas model. The
B-field values are BZI = 3.5 T and Bp = 0.35T.
In Fig. 2, we show that ~ is quite insendive to the mugnitude of ~ for a caae with
Wce’Te
s 50. Here, the changing value of uciri only effects ql because the T.,i profiles
are frozen in this case to wdues obtained for @ciTi =50 (see Fig. 4.). In the SOL, Jll
dominants, and in the core, the poloidal integral of J= must vanish (with no sources)
which does not depend on the magnitude of ql. In Fig. 3, we show that the density
profile is quite diflkrent when Eq. (10) is used for uw compared to the density-diilhsion
model of v= = –D~/~z for the same midplane value of D = 0.25 m2/s. In Fig. 4, the
.
.
energy equations are allowed to evolve using Dj,e corresponding to Uci,eri,e = 50. The
sensitivity of the full model to the diflusion coefficients via changes in WCT is shown in
Fig. 5; at the larger value, poloidal E x B becomes large near the separatrix owing to
the large E=.
5. Summary
The results of a systematic analysis of the plasma fluid transport equations has be
presented for the parameter ordering appropriateto the tokamak edge plasma. The
efkct of enhanced radial transport is modeld by increasing the classical wdues of two
parameters, WCi,eri,elwithout the underlykg conservation and symmetry properties of
the system. The cancellation of diamagnetic terms and the role of viscosity for the
potential are clearly illustrated.
Because the radial current, J=, caused by the viscosity is small, other possible
sources of J= should be considered [4]. For example, plasma flow in toroidal geometry
give a centrifugal force that may drive such a current [4]. A upper bound on this
current (there may be compensating terms) shows that for edge plasma paramters, it
could be competitive with the viscous force. Also, a momentum source from collisions
with neutrals could also compete, but for typical parameters, a neutral density in the
range of 1018 m–3 is required.
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Fig.
lb. The (yz) planeshowing the second
coordinatesystem (y’,z’) and velocities used
to sepsmte parallelandems-field terms.
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Fig. 3. Deosityprofilesforcase in Fig. 2 using
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Fig. 5. Midplanepotentialfor two different
effectivediffusioncoefficientswiththeenergy
equations evolved.
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